CHANGE MASTER
CM #: 9171563

MATERIAL
90117X
DESCRIPTION
MSDS (VARIOUS)
REV
A
LIFECYCLE
RG
VALID FROM
6/13/12

REASON FOR CHANGE / JUSTIFICATION
INITIAL CREATION & RELEASE
OF MSDS DOCUMENTS

CHANGE CLASS
□ 1 PRIORITY
□ 2 PHASE IN
X □ ADMINISTRATIVE
SHT OF
1

REQUESTOR
C GIFT
DATE
6/4/12

EXT #
4151

SUFFIXES TO BE BUMPED:
SEE BELOW

BUMP Rev
□ BOM Only
REV
CONTROLED DOCS
□ QC □ MFG
CONTROLED DOCS
□ QC □ MFG
□ QC □ MFG
□ QC □ MFG
□ QC □ MFG

ITEM NO
FIND NO
COMPONENT
DESCRIPTION
CTY
UN

INITIALLY CREATE & REV. A RELEASE (RG LIFE CYCLE). THE FOLLOWING
MSDS (MM# & DIR#):

● MM: 901176.001. MSDS PVP
□ DIR: 901176.011 (A/W) A/W MSDS PVP
● MM: 901177.001. MSDS BPL CARBON
□ DIR: 901177.011 (A/W) A/W MSDS BPL CARBON
● MM: 901178.001. MSDS 5A ZEOLITE
□ DIR: 901178.011 (A/W) A/W MSDS 5A ZEOLITE

NOTE: To WEB BASED DOC CONTROLLER - CREATE NEW WEB BASED
DOCUMENTS FOR THE FOLLOWING MSDS:

● PVP P/N (820343.901)
□ (REF 901176. REV A)
● BPL CARBON P/N (820344.901)
□ (REF 901177. REV A)
● 5A ZEOLITE P/N (820348.901)
□ (REF 901178. REV A)

NOTE: To WEB BASED DOC CONTROLLER: FOR THE "SODIUM CHLORIDE"
MSDS SELECTION, ADD 820345.901 TO THE CURRENT PART
NUMBERS LISTED

DISPOSITION OF MAT#: IN-STOCK & AT-SUPPLIERS

APPROVALS
PROD. ENGINEER
R&D ENG.
BUYER
PLANNER
CE (SAFETY / EMC)
CLASS 1
DEPARTMENT HEAD / BUSINESS COMMITTEE
OTHER

DATE
6-4-12
6-4-12
6-11-12
6-12-12
6-12-12

PKG
CM ONLY
COMPLIANCE CODE
RAHS COMPLIANT
□ ECAD LIBRARY
□ REVIEW ITEMS (REF ONLY)
□ ATTRIBUTE LIST □ PROD. LITERATURE
□ COMPONENTS LIST □ REMAN BOMS
□ MANUALS □ WORK INSTRUCTIONS
ECO APPROVAL
DATE
6-12-12

OTHER
RANDY NEIL

DATE
6-12-12

OTHER

OTHER

OTHER

OTHER

REPORT PRIOR TO DISTRIBUTION
APVD
IN PROCESS COPY
INITIAL RELEASE INSPECTION (QC 01)

CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS:
□ MFG □ QC □ WEB BASED DOCUMENT
NOTES:
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